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Why did you register for EPIC?
I was not entirely sure to which direction
to go with my Thesis, so EPIC seemed
like a good idea to ﬁnd inspiration

The topic seemed interesting to me and
the fact that we have to work with people
from different countries is really cool
Networking
And getting to know what the future might bring.

Interest in malware
Getting to know new people
To get experience of working in
international environment
To create a useful project and meet new
people and see new places doing it

Keep working on honeypot, chance to do
international collaberation
To get an international insight and
approach for problem solving
To get more cultural experiences in
Europe
Joining multi-cultural environments <3

It looked to me as a new, nice possibility to prepare myself
for the future life and
work and to boost my career.

To get to familiar with international
working experience
To collaborate more internationally

To do bachelor thesis
International work and keep working on
the honeyja

The certiﬁcate as well
To visit Latvia
To do a project that will be useful and
pragmatic not a project that will just be
shelved.
Also a collaboration with other students and professionals
from different background.

To get more experiences in international work

To try something new in terms of
software development

Experience
I'm interested in the security eld. I'd like to try myself there

What do you expect to gain
from EPIC?
Experience working with different students, knowledge of
emerging topics of research

Intercultural skills

Gaining international collaboration by implementing real

and nd out whether I'm going to stay in security in my
career.

International experience
Intercultural skills
Good project result.

What is a challenge for you
EPIC?

projects.

A good project result

Possibility to use alogithms in real life
Knowing other culture and culture of
technical experiences. Team working
with strangers

Collaboration and mutual understanding
between participants and company
representatives.
Distant collaboration
Project planning, virtual collaboration

Working together eﬃciently online
A larger network
Cold
I expect to gain experience on the topic
i'm assigned. On top of that i hope that i'll
learn to work in a decentrlized group.
A better project, with dif inputs
Input from different education and a
more international prescriptive on my
project.
Connections
That will be of use in the future.

The online Collaboration
Collaborate over the internet
The lack of face to face communication

Working with Daniel
Language barriers, some people don't
speak ﬂuent english.
The other thing is experience differences as well as
expectation differences.

Build a better international network

walking..

time constraints .... to come up with a
concert output

Collaberation between different cultures,
Project types and project times.

To work remotely with people who are in one place. Dividing
my time to that many things I'm doing. Dealing with so
much new things and knowledge.

Collaboration over distance
All effort is waste
How the colaberation is going to work after being here.

My major fear is if my
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